Books come to life at ACE

WHO are you? was the question that could be heard all over school yesterday as we celebrated World
Book Day. We were delighted with the effort that everybody went to with all the wonderful costumes.
Maybe you can spot a Wally in the photos or a princess or even the BFG! In addition to celebrating
reading the children also tucked into a special lunch.

Is it a bird?...

Fruit or Veg?
DO you know how to tell
a fruit from a vegetable?
Year 3 children learnt
exactly how when they
visited Tesco to attend
the Farm to Fork Project.
The answer is , if it has
seeds then it is fruit. We
bet you’ve never thought about a cucumber
being fruit!

YES is the answer but not
just a bird. Year 2 children
enjoyed finding out about lots
of creatures this week. They
met an owl called
Crackerjack , a milk snake
and they learnt that a
hedgehog is related to an
elephant. Esme from Zebra
class said that her favourite was the owl because
there is an owl in Harry Potter! Miss Hams and
Miss Taylor were very proud of the children who
conquered their fears of some of the animals.

How about the sugar in your cereal bowl? The
children found out that most contain more that
we should be eating per day. After sampling a
healthy snack we think they will be asking for
more carrot sticks from now on!

Competition
AS part of our 200th anniversary celebrations we
are running a home learning project competition.
Details have come home today and you can also
find them on your email. For the next 2 weeks
the home learning is to produce a project on the
town of Ashford. There are prizes for the best
project in each year group. We are looking
forward to seeing all your wonderful entries.

Spring Fayre update


DON’T forget to bring in your decorated filled
jar from Monday. There are prizes for the class
who brings in the most jars.



Home made and shop cakes should be brought
in on Thursday and Friday.



IMPORTANT—please remember under 16’s
are not permitted into the fayre without an
adult.
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